
ANIMATION

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Animated Advertising

 Define and explain the Animated Text

 Define and explain the Animated Pictures

 Define and explain the Animated Logos

 Define and explain the Character Animation

 Define and explain the 3-D Animation

 Define and explain the Streaming Video: RealVideo

 Define and explain the Interactive Animation

 Define and explain the Java

 Define and explain the DHTML

Definition/Overview:

Web Animation Services: Since the Web's initial explosion in popularity, Web designers

have been pushing the limits of what is possible. In particular, multimedia, which enjoyed a

brief but intense period of growth on CD-ROMs, has been redirected at the Web. The result is

that video, sound, spinning logos, vibrating icons, exploding 3-D graphics, and moving

pictureshave become almost ubiquitous on the Internet.

The irony is that the media are so far ahead of the technology that's meant to deliver them.

Imagine having movies but no movie theaters. This scenario, unfortunately, is too close to the

actual state of the Web today. Most users lack the connection speed needed to receive film-

quality animation over the Internet, and the Web browsers that are available to most users

lack the technology needed to display it.

Key Points:

1. Animated Advertising
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Banner ads are undoubtedly the most common animations on the Web today. Advertisers,

eager to cash in on the Web but lacking the bandwidth of television, have settled on the next-

best thing for hawking their wares. Banner ads are cheap to build and relatively easy to

implement (the overwhelming majority of them are animated GIF files), and almost every

commercial Web site has a spot set aside for displaying them. The advertising industry has

even settled on standard sizes for banner ads.

Banner ads have become an art form unto themselvessome of them are incredibly

ingeniousbut they also represent the most blatant commercialism on the Web.

2. Animated Text

Animated text has the dubious distinction of having been the first type of animation on the

Web. The often-maligned, little-loved <BLINK> tag still exists in the HTML language and

even hammers its way into our vision on a few retro (or just plain ugly) Web sites.

3. Animated Pictures

You can create all kinds of animations by using still photo graphs and illustrations.

Animations can use sequential photo graphs of individual people or objects, or they can use a

single photograph animated on a path or spun in circles, for example. The cut-and-paste style

of animation can be extremely engaging when caricatures are created from real people or

familiar objects.

4. Animated Logos

Animated logos call attention to a corporate symbol and make it memorable. Classic

examples that millions of Web visitors view every day are the 2-D meteor shower and the 3-

D orbiting sphere in the top-right corners of Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer,

respectively. Both animations are eye-catching and effective, and the files are tiny and

efficient.

5. Character Animation

Character animation is what we all think of when we picture Disney and Warner Bros.

cartoons. Character animation is much more than drawings of people or animals doing things.
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The art of character animation is where the animation art form has truly been defined. Line of

motion, squash and stretch, anticipation and timing, and other elements of animation have all

been developed and perfected in this medium. Although the techniques of character

animation are highly refined, animations built with the techniques in mind can still contain

content that is a little crude.

6. 3-D Animation

3-D animation resembles the hand-drawn animations of an earlier era only in basic ways. 3-D

animation involves a new way of thinking (in three-dimensional space) and a new way of

workingwith objects, lights, and cameras, rather than with hand-drawn flat images. But the

principles of animation still apply.

7. Streaming Video: RealVideo

Streaming video, which is essentially a continuous feed of digital video that is downloaded to

the user's machine while it plays, completely changes the picture for delivering video and

animation on the Web. It makes the experience much more like watching television or film

than opening a late mail-order package.

Users no longer have to wait (sometimes for many minutes) to begin watching an animation.

Instead, the animation loads into a buffer in your computer's memorythe slower the

connection, the larger the bufferuntil it's full; then it begins to play. With fast Internet

connections, this can reduce the waiting time to almost nothing and, even with slow modems,

can make Web video actually bearable to watch.

8. Interactive Animation

Although you can create clickable hotspots in GIFs that launch a new URL, this kind of

interactivity is hardly sophisticated. Shockwave, a plug-in from Macromedia, lets you play

multimedia titles (such as games) developed with Macromedia's Director. In fact, Flash,

SuperCard, HyperCard, mTropolis, and virtually all the multimedia authoring tools now have

plug-ins or browser player components that let you play their project files over the Web.

9. Java
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Java is a programming language, not a multimedia authoring tool, and although it supports

animation, doing animation with Java is not for the meek. Java tickers, scrolling text, and

flashing bells and whistles are some of the popular uses of Java for animation on the Web.

The advantage of Java is that it is platform-independent (assuming that a Java interpreter is

available for the platform that you have in mind). In other words, one animation can run on

many types of devices and browsers.

The barriers to artists creating Java animation are disappearing as programs emerge that let

you export animations directly in Java format, with all the associated HTML code ready to

go.

10. DHTML

Dynamic HTML (DHTML) was conceived as a new standard for delivering animated,

interactive content on the Web. The only catch is that Netscape and Microsoft, which more or

less control Internet standards because of the popularity of their browsers, can't agree on the

rules for DHTML. This means that if you create a DHTML site that works in Netscape

Navigator, you can't be sure that it will work in Microsoft Internet Explorer, and vice versa.

Still, DHTML makes it easy for Web designers to incorporate very sophisticated animated

effects in their Web sites, and it strips away some of the limitations of HTML. DHTML

allows you to work with multiple layers of graphics and alpha transparency, for example. It

also allows Web page design elements, such as text and graphics, to be animated across an

entire Web pagenot simply within a narrowly defined box.

Topic : Animation Basics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Quicker Than the Eye

 Define and explain the Animation Numbers 101
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 Define and explain the Frame-by-Frame vs. Real-Time Animation

 Define and explain the Basic Animation Techniques

Definition/Overview:

Animation Basics: Animation on the Web incorporates many technologies with the goal of

creating on-screen movement. Motion captures attention. It is, in a very real sense, moving.

Like the earliest animation technologies, such as Zoetropes and other innovations of the 19th

Century, animations on the Web rely on the eye's persistence of vision. The term persistence

of vision refers to the fact that light's stimulus lingers on the retina slightly longer than it

actually shines on the eye. If you don't believe it, stand in a dark bathroom, flick the lights on

and off quickly, and watch your ghost slowly fade from the mirror. If you still have one

leftover in your Saturday Night Fever footlocker, bring a strobe light into the bathroom and

do a little dance. You'll see that even though you're seeing your motion frozen in pieces, the

overall vision is still one of disco, not of fresco.

Key Points:

1. Quicker Than the Eye

All cinematic animation, film, and video is made up of many individual frames that leave

their unmoving ghosts frozen in the eye until the next image flashes before it, until the brain

is tricked into thinking that it is seeing one thing moving, instead of many things standing

still. If our eyes were quicker and our brains not so gullible, we'd see movies and cartoons as

an endless procession of monotonous freeze frames, with characters chronicled in every

imaginable pose like an obsessive-compulsive comic book that never gets to the point.

In some ways, the Web is even more demanding on the eye's and brain's imaginative trickery.

Movies and video reliably deliver 24 and 30 frames per second, respectively, to our eye-

brains, which are completely adequate for tricking us into believing that we're seeing

unbroken motion. Even as few as 15 frames per second can be enough to eliminate the

impression of strobingor flicker, which is what you get when you turn a strobe light down to

low speeds.
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2. Animation Numbers 101

Web animators are always speaking in numbers. How many frames per second? What's the

data rate, and what's the frame size? Is that 24 bits, or has it been dithered to 8, or does it use

the 216-color Web palette?

Frames PerSecond (fps)

Frames per second (fps) is also called frame rate. Thirty frames per second is standard for

video, 24 fps is standard for film, and anywhere from 1 to 30 fps works for Web animation,

although 10 fps is about the minimum rate for convincing motion. To have any real stylistic

control of timing, you need closer to 20 fps, so plan accordingly when you're considering the

size and data rates of your animation.

3. Frame-by-Frame vs. Real-Time Animation

The Web currently offers two types of animation:

 Frame-by-frame images that are pre-rendered and downloaded in their entirety to users'

desktops.

 Animation that is generated on the fly within the Web browser environment.

4. Basic Animation Techniques

When you have a basic grasp of the nuts and bolts of Web animation output, it's time to

consider the many tools and techniques that go into making animation. There are literally

hundreds of hardware and software tools, from pencils and erasers, to scanners, celll

animation suites, Firewirevideo cameras, painting, rotoscoping, morphing, and 3-D systems.

The common element of all animation tools is the capability to create sequential frames, to

work with the timing and motion of images, and to make the pictures ready for playback. The

fact that this topic is meant to discuss only tools that facilitate animation on the Web hardly

narrows the field. Virtually every animation tool can be adapted to the Internet, and virtually

every graphics tool can be adapted to animation.
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Topic : Principles Of Animation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

 Define and explain the

Definition/Overview:

Principles of Animation Applied to the Web: The principles described in John Lasseter's

article are to animation what Strunk and White's The Elements of Style is to writing; they

apply to all animationeven on the Web. If the Web makes control of timing difficult, that is

no excuse to ignore timingit simply becomes a hurdle to overcome on the way to providing

compelling animation on the Internet. You can still squash and stretch characters, even at the

lowest bandwidths, by using the crudest digital animation tools.

Squash and Stretch on the Web: Consider an elephant seal. This huge animal is largely

made of gelatinous blubber wrapped around a thin, muscular skeleton. In the water, the

elephant seal is a streamlined swimmer, capable of migrating thousands of miles each season

and of chasing and catching fast-moving fish. When the seal lumbers onto land, it can

scarcellymove under its own weight. Waves ripple through its flabby body as it writhes its
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way onto the rocks, and when it finally settles under the sun, it melts over the rocks like a

huge puddle of chocolate. In the water, the animal stretches out into a graceful form, its mass

buoyed by seawater; on land, it squashes completely, its soft blubber spreading under its

weight.

Key Points:

1. Timing Problems Online

Timing, which is a fragile and easily botched aspect of animation, is virtually impossible to

maintain with some animation formats on the Web. Animated GIF, for example, allows you

to set frame delays for one frame to the next, but many browsers display a GIF one frame at a

time as the animation downloads. The animation may play through at full speed the second

time, if you have it set to loop, but the trickle-down of frames invariably destroys the timing

impact of an animation. A worse aspect of GIF animation is the fact that if you specify no

time delay for frames, the animation plays at the fastest rate supported by the computer

viewing it, so a fast computer zips through the animation in no time at all, whereas an old,

slow computer pokes a new frame onto the screen just as you're nodding off.

If timing in your animation is important, you are better off using QuickTime movies or a one

of the plug-in animation formats, such as Shockwave and Flash, which can similarly suspend

the start of an animation until the animation is completely downloaded. Streaming formats,

such as RealMedia, suspend playback of an animation until enough of it has downloaded that

the animation plays back with timing intact. Shockwave and Flash can also suspend playback

in this way.

2. Anticipation of the Web

You can create anticipation in many ways. A pitcher, for example, has a windup that

everyone recognizes as meaning that he is about to throw. Meanwhile, the batter signals his

intentions by coiling for the swing and narrowing his focus on the pitcher.

3. Staging on the Web
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Staging is the principle of making your animation perfectly clear. If you are animating

characters, you should pose them so that their actions can be understood. Similarly, if you are

animating text, that text should be readable. In 2-D computer animation, you can control the

layering, opacity, and movement of objects, which allows you to stage them clearly. Follow-

Through and Overlapping Action on the Web

Motion does not dissipate immediately; it tends to continue in its original direction unless

arrested by friction or another opposing force. A marathon runner doesn't stop in her tracks as

she crosses the finish line, for example; she comes to a staggering walk and collapses, the

victory ribbon fluttering down behind her.

When opposing forces finally catch up to an object, they often overcompensate, so that the

head pitched forward in a car's sudden stop snaps back before coming to rest and the car leans

far forward over its tires, with its tail in the air for just a moment, and then bounces back to

its normal upright position. (If the car is on old springs, it may rock on them for a while as the

dust settles.)

4. The Laws of Motion Applied to Wile E. Coyote

Follow-through is not only a law of animation but also dictated by the laws of physics. Here

are Newton's laws of motion translated from the original Latin Principia (1687) and

illuminated (1998):

 Every body preserves in its state its state of rest or of uniform motion in a right line unless it

is compelled to change that state by force impressed thereon.

This law means that Wile E. Coyote does not move from his hiding place until he ignites the

rocket strapped to his back. It also means that even after the rocket has expired, Wile E

continues to roll on his skates toward the edge of the cliff at recklessly high speed. Deploying

the parachute on the back of the rocket does create an opposing force and slows the rocket.

Wile E.'s failure to wear a seat belt, however, means that he continues to hurtle toward the

cliff at full speed.

The alteration of motion is ever proportional to the motive force impressed and is made in the

direction of the right line in which the force is impressed.
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 Wile E., having applied all the forces of friction that he can muster with his feet and hands,

aided by the downward force of gravity, comes to a complete stop. Unfortunately, this

happens just after he passes the edge of the cliff. Gravity's downward force then takes over,

rapidly accelerating Wile E. towards the base of the chasm below (at 32 feet per second

squared).

 To every action, there is always opposed an equal reaction. Or, the mutual actions of two

bodies upon each other are always equal and directed to contrary points.

The rocket, having lost its parachute in the cacti, also skids off the cliff, following Wile E.

during his plunge into the canyon. Wile E., seeing the rocket accelerating toward him, begins

to blow frantically toward the rocket, which in fact applies a force that increases his distance

from the nose of the rocket. Unfortunately, however, blowing upward also further accelerates

his body downward. When he finally hits the ground, creating a deep coyote-shape hole in

the earth's crust, the spent rocket enters the hole, catching up with him (and presumably

colliding with him). The combined downward force of the two bodies creates a powerful

reactive upward force, which creates a mushroom cloud of debris large enough to be visible

from the cliffs above.

5. Slow In and Slow Out on the Web

When objects in the real world begin to move, or when they come to rest, they experience a

natural acceleration or deceleration. In animation, this is called slow out and slows in,

respectively. The terms refer specifically to a character's slowly moving out of a pose or

slowly moving in to a pose. In many computer animation programs, gradual building of speed

or coming to rest are called ease out and ease in. Traditional animators learned to exaggerate

this effect to emphasize the extreme poses of characters and sometimes even added a hold on

a character, to freeze it in a particular pose for a certain number of frames.

Given the same force, heavy objects accelerate more slowly than do light objects, which

means that slow in and slow out are ways to show an object's weight. Objects animated

without slow in and slow out appear to be weightless and propelled by an all-powerful

machine, as though they were on a conveyor belt that is suddenly kicked into gear.

6. Arcs on the Web
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In nature, arcs define nearly all movement. A thrown object follows an arc as gravity takes

over. Animals and people have ball-and-socket or pivot joints in their skeletons that allow the

limbs to move by rotation. A kite soaring into the sky strikes an arc around the hand of the

person flying it. If you study Muybridge's sequential photos of animals and people in motion,

you can trace the sinusoidal arcs traveled by various parts of the anatomy. In

hisexcelentprimeron animation mechanics, The Animator's Workbook, Tony White points

out that as a head rotates to follow some action, it dips slightly, which means that all the

features of the face and head follow an arc of motion. Animating the features straight across

tends to create the illusion that the features are sliding across the face, rather than being

attached to the rotating sphere of the head.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
2-D Animation

2-D Tools

3-D Animation

Topic : 2-D Animation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the 2D graphics techniques

 Define and explain the Developmental animation

 Define and explain the Classic Animation

 Define and explain the Storyboard

 Define and explain the Soundtrack

 Define and explain the 2-D Versus 3-D

 Define and explain the 2D graphics hardware

 Define and explain the 2D graphics software

 Define and explain the Digital Backgrounds
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 Define and explain the Beyond Cell Animation

 Define and explain the Animating the Elements of Graphic Design

 Define and explain the Digital Video Editing

Definition/Overview:

2-D Animation: There are lots of answers to this question. 2-D animations far outnumber 3-

D animations on the Web, as well as on video and film. Animation of the 2-D variety has an

80-year legacy of talented artists and arguably even more talented cartoon characters. 3-D

animation, by comparison, has been available to desktop computer users for only about a

decade. Celll animated feature films number in the many hundreds; short films and cartoons

number in the thousands. To date, there has been only one full-length 3-D feature and only a

handful of computer-generated 3-D short films that are worthy of note. Curiously, there are

comparatively few good software tools specifically for doing 2-D animation, but there are

dozens of 3-D tools.

Key Points:

1. 2D graphics techniques

2D graphics models may combine geometric models (also called vector graphics), digital

images (also called raster graphics), text to be typeset (defined by content, font style and size,

color, position, and orientation), mathematical functions and equations, and more. These

components can be modified and manipulated by two-dimensional geometric transformations

such as translation, rotation, scaling. In object-oriented graphics, the image is described

indirectly by an object endowed with a self-rendering methoda procedure which assigns

colors to the image pixels by an arbitrary algorithm. Complex models can be built by

combining simpler objects, in the paradigms of object-oriented programming.

1.1 Direct painting

A convenient way to create a complex image is to start with a blank "canvas" raster

map (an array of pixels, also known as a bitmap) filled with some uniform

background color and then "draw", "paint" or "paste" simple patches of color onto it,
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in an appropriate order. In particular, the canvas may be the frame buffer for a

computer display.

Some programs will set the pixel colors directly, but most will rely on some 2D

graphics library and/or the machine's graphics card, which usually implement the

following operations:

o paste a given image at a specified offset onto the canvas;

o write a string of characters with a specified font, at a given position and angle;

o paint a simple geometric shape, such as a triangle defined by three corners, or a circle with

given center and radius;

o draw a line segment, arc, or simple curve with a virtual pen of given width.

1.2 Extended color models

Text,shapes and lines are rendered with a client-specified color. Many libraries and

cards provide color gradients, which are handy for the generation of smoothly-varying

backgrounds, shadow effects, etc..(See also Gouraud shading). The pixel colors can

also be taken from a texture, e.g. a digital image (thus emulating rub-on screentones

and the fabled "checker paint" which used to be available only in cartoons).

Painting a pixel with a given color usually replaces its previous color. However, many

systems support painting with transparent and translucent colors, which only modify

the previous pixel values. The two colors may also be combined in fancier ways, e.g.

by computing their bitwise exclusive or. This technique is known as inverting color or

color inversion, and is often used in graphical user interfaces for highlighting, rubber-

band drawing, and other volatile paintingsince re-painting the same shapes with the

same color will restore the original pixel values.

1.3 Layers

The models used in 2D computer graphics usually do not provide for three-

dimensional shapes, or three-dimensional optical phenomena such as lighting,

shadows, reflection, refraction, etc.. However, they usually can model multiple layers

(conceptually of ink, paper, or film; opaque, translucent, or transparentstacked in a
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specific order. The ordering is usually defined by a single number (the layer's depth,

or distance from the viewer).

Layered models are sometimes called 2 1/2-D computer graphics. They make it

possible to mimic traditional drafting and printing techniques based on film and

paper, such as cutting and pasting; and allow the user to edit any layer without

affecting the others. For these reasons, they are used in most graphics editors. Layered

models also allow better anti-aliasing of complex drawings and provide a sound

model for certain techniques such as mitered joints and the even-odd rule.

Layered models are also used to allow the user to suppress unwanted information

when viewing or printing a document, e.g. roads and/or railways from a map, certain

process layers from an integrated circuit diagram, or hand annotations from a business

letter.

In a layer-based model, the target image is produced by "painting" or "pasting" each

layer, in order of decreasing depth, on the virtual canvas. Conceptually, each layer is

first rendered on its own, yielding a digital image with the desired resolution which is

then painted over the canvas, pixel by pixel. Fully transparent parts of a layer need not

be rendered, of course. The rendering and painting may be done in parallel, i.e. each

layer pixel may be painted on the canvas as soon as it is produced by the rendering

procedure.

Layers that consist of complex geometric objects (such as text or polylines) may be

broken down into simpler elements (characters or line segments, respectively), which

are then painted as separate layers, in some order. However, this solution may create

undesirable aliasing artifacts wherever two elements overlap the same pixel.

2. 2-D Versus 3-D

3-D isn't better than 2-Djust newerand it seems to have grabbed the attention of many

software developers who are lured by the glamour of Hollywood-style special effects. But

there's no question that the art of 3-D has not fully evolved, and in the hands of far too many

users, it is still a science more than an art. Celllanimation is simpler to understand and in

many ways simpler to do. The fact that it is more dependent on the talents of an artist with
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traditional drawing skills, and less on the computer, makes it attractive to anyone who would

rather be behind the wheel of a No. 2 pencil than a Pentium II.

2-D animation is not, however, stuck in the Dark Ages, and it's not only for graduates of

figure-drawing school. Although it includes the venerable and familiar art of hand-drawn

celll animation, it also encompasses the modern and sometimes surreal domain of digital

time-line compositing, rotoscoping, morphing, and special effects, which have become

mainstays of television and movie animation and which certainly belong on the Web as well.

Digital video-editing tools are powerful animation tools in their own right. 2-D computer

animation techniques make it easy for anyone who has basic graphic-design skills to do

animation.

3. 2D graphics hardware

Modern computer graphics card displays almost overwhelmingly use raster techniques,

dividing the screen into a rectangular grid of pixels, due to the relatively low cost of raster-

based video hardware as compared with vector graphic hardware. Most graphic hardware has

internal support for blitting operations and sprite drawing. A co-processor dedicated to

blitting is known as a Blitter chip.

Classic 2D graphics chips of the late 1970s and early 80s, used in the 8-bit video game

consoles and home computers, include:

 Atari's ANTIC (actually a 2D GPU), TIA, CTIA, and GTIA

 Commodore/MOS Technology's VIC and VIC-II

4. 2D graphics software

Many graphical user interfaces (GUIs), including Mac OS, Microsoft Windows, or the X

Window System, are primarily based on 2D graphical concepts. Such software provides a

visual environment for interacting with the computer, and commonly includes some form of

window manager to aid the user in conceptually distinguishing between different

applications. The user interface within individual software applications is typically 2D in

nature as well, due in part to the fact that most common input devices, such as the mouse, are

constrained to two dimensions of movement.
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2D graphics are very important in the control peripherals such as printers, plotters, sheet

cutting machines, etc.. They were also used in most early video and computer games; and are

still used for card and board games such as solitaire, chess, mahjongg, etc..

2D graphics editors or drawing programs are application-level software for the creation of

images, diagrams and illustrations by direct manipulation (through the mouse, graphics tablet,

or similar device) of 2D computer graphics primitives. These editors generally provide

geometric primitives as well as digital images; and some even support procedural models.

The illustration is usually represented internally as a layered model, often with a hierarchical

structure to make editing more convenient. These editors generally output graphics files

where the layers and primitives are separately preserved in their original form. MacDraw,

introduced in 1984 with the Macintosh line of computers, was an early example of this class;

recent examples are the commercial products Adobe Illustrator and CorelDRAW, and the

free editors such as xfigor Inkscape. There are also many 2D graphics editors specialized for

certain types of drawings such as electrical, electronic and VLSI diagrams, topographic maps,

computer fonts, etc.

Image editors are specialized for the manipulation of digital images, mainly by means of free-

hand drawing/painting and signal processing operations. They typically use a direct-painting

paradigm, where the user controls virtual pens, brushes, and other free-hand artistic

instruments to apply paint to a virtual canvas. Some image editors support a multiple-layer

model; however, in order to support signal-processing operations like blurring each layer is

normally represented as a digital image. Therefore, any geometric primitives that are

provided by the editor are immediately converted to pixels and painted onto the canvas. The

name raster graphics editor is sometimes used to contrast this approach to that of general

editors which also handle vector graphics. One of the first popular image editors was Apple's

MacPaint, companion to MacDraw. Modern examples are the free GIMP editor, and the

commercial products Photoshop and Paint Shop Pro. This class too includes many specialized

editors for medicine, remote sensing, digital photography, etc.

5. Developmental animation

With the resurgence of 2D animation and its booming popularity, software like

ToonzHarlequin, CelAction, Anime Studio, Toon Boom Animation, Animaker and Adobe

Flash have emerged as the new tools of choice for both amateur and professional animators.
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However, the principal issue with 2D animation is labor requirements. With advanced

software like Retas and Adobe After Effects, coloring and compositing can be easily done

with significantly less time.

Additional software is being developed to aid and speed up the process of digital 2D

animation, specifically in the area of automatic coloring and in-betweening. One such

example is Cacani, developed by Singapore's NTU.

6. Classic Animation

Cartoons include the classic celll animation of the great cell animation artists, such as Frank

Thomas, Ollie Johnson, Friz Freleng, Tex Avery, and Chuck Jones, and studios such as

Disney and Warner Bros., as well as the simpler, made-for-TV animation of Hanna-Barbera.

These animators and studios developed a legacy of technique and stylistic rules that has

persisted into the modern world of computer graphics.

Although this topic covers some of the technical procedures for creating traditional-style 2-D

animation, particularly as the techniques are adapted to the computer, many fine books about

the art form have already been written, by artists and animators who have many years of

firsthand cartoon experience.

7. Storyboard

Animator and director Chuck Jones, in his hilarious autobiography, Chuck Amuck, says this

on the role of the storyboard:

A sluggish slug would soon have discerned what escaped Ray Katz: writers and directors

wrote and directed animated cartoons by the development of storyboards, very similar to

gigantic Sunday comic stripsone hundred fifty 3 x 5 sketches thumbtackedto a framed 4 x 8

foot storyboard. It was somewhat difficult to grasp the fact that animation writers do not

write, but draw, and animation directors do direct but draw also.

8. Soundtrack

When the storyboard is finalized, the entire soundtrack for the animation is recorded. This

track includes music, dialogue, and narration. Most sound effects, such as doors slamming
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and springsboinging, are also included in this stage, although sound effects are commonly

added to fill in the soundtrack after the animation artwork is complete.

A host of digital audio tools let you record and mix digital music and sound effects.

Recording programs, such as Macromedia's Deck II and Digidesign's Sound Tools, let you

record multiple tracks of compact-disc-quality digital audio directly onto your hard disk. You

can mix tracks, sample sounds, and add special effects such as special filtering to make audio

sound as though it were recorded in a music hall or cathedral. You can also add stereo effects

to create surround sound, for example.

9. Digital Backgrounds

Digital backgrounds can be virtually any pictures that work with the style of the animation:

photographs, 3-D renderings, scanned paintings, or completely digital paintings. It's common

to create backgrounds that are actually several separate layers, a technique that allows

characters to move in front of and behind the scenery. Another common approach is to use

digitized, moving video as a background, to which you can match foreground animation.

10. Beyond Cell Animation

Although cell animation techniques and tools are valuable to any animator, for some

computer graphic animation effects, many of the traditional methods simply don't apply. A

host of programs allow you to animate objects to create animated text, flying logos, and other

2-D effects that take advantage of multiple layers and transparency. There are also a growing

number of usefuland sometimes bizarremorphing and warping tools, which let you put the

mojoon existing pictures.

A major difference between these keyframe animation programs and cell-animation tools is

the fact that the keyframe tools offer automatic inbetweeningthat is, you set up the keyframes,

and the program calculates and generates the in-between frames for you. This procedure has

the important advantageor disadvantage, depending on your perspectiveof removing the

pencil artist from the equation. Instead, these programs are primarily used to animate the

elements of graphic design: type, photography, and individual pieces of hand-drawn art.

Many of these programs also work well with frames of video and film.

11. Animating the Elements of Graphic Design
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Keyframe2-D animation tools are often used to animate the elements of graphic design,

including type, photos, and illustrations. Many of these programs were originally intended for

titlingmaking the animated titles and credits at the beginning and end of videos and moviesso

they are all well versed in handling type and graphics. A typical example is Adobe's After

Effects.

The classic example of this type of animation on the Web is advertising. Andrew Keeler of

KeelerkomCommunications has mastered the art of animating type and graphics for low-

bandwidth advertising. See the Case Study at the end of this topic for more details.

12. Digital Video Editing

Digital video tools have opened a whole new realm of possibilities for animators. These tools

are hardware and software that are designed to let users copy video from tape to the

computer's hard disk, edit the material in an infinite number of ways, and then copy it back

out to tape.

For many animators, however, simply being able to import video to the computer may be

enough, and some of the tools required to do this have become relatively inexpensive. The

Iomega Buz, for example, was about $200 when this topic was written. It lets you import full-

screen video at 640 x 480 pixels and 30 fps, as well as digitize audio and grab still images

from video.

Topic : 2-D Tools

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Cell Animation

 Define and explain the Low-End Cell Animation

 Define and explain the Web Painter

 Define and explain the Keyframe Animation and Compositing
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 Define and explain the ObjectDancer

 Define and explain the Painting

 Define and explain the Illustration

 Define and explain the DeBabelizer

 Define and explain the2D geometric model

Definition/Overview:

2-D Tools: Literally hundreds of hardware and software tools enable the artist to create 2-D

Web animation. Although many 2-D programs are designed specifically for animation, any

program that lets you edit pictures with some measure of control can be used as an animation

tooleven programs that can't save a file! Pictures that you create one at a time, you can

quickly and easily convert to Web animation formats by using a variety of shareware or

commercial software utilities or dedicated animation software.

Key Points:

1. Cell Animation

Existing cell animation suites are intended for a professional crowd that's doing animation for

television and film. In a word, they're expensive. Surprisingly, the features in full-featured

cell animation systems have not found their way into hobbyist and shareware products, even

though they are, by most standards, simple in their capabilities. These capabilities include

scanning or importing images, managing an exposure sheet, inking and painting with

onionskinning, animating backgrounds, combining animations with sound, and exporting the

finished images in final format. Ironically, all these features are available in various low-end

and even shareware painting and multimedia software tools, but they're not combined in any

single application that costs less than $1,000. If you are in a commercial-art-studio

environment, the cost of a full-featured cell animation system (such as Animation Stand or

RetasPro) may be justifiable. But if you are a beginning animator, an alternative solution is to

combine the capabilities of several programs to get the equivalent features, albeit with less

convenience and somewhat fewer animation-specific features.
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Basic line-test applications, such as X sheet 95 and ANIMAC, which handle scanning images

and previewing animations, are available for far less money than animation suites, because

they lack the painting and keyframe animation features of the higher-end software.

2. Low-End Cell Animation

Low-end cell animation tools, such as Totally Hip's Web Painter, are designed to sidestep the

traditional cell animation processbased on drawings done on paperby allowing you to do

onionskin drawing directly onto digital frames of animation. Rather than break the process

down into drawing, scanning, line tests, cleanup, and ink and paint, these tools combine

everything into a single step. After you've painted on your frames of animation, the animation

is ready to post on your Web site. The advantages of this approach are simplicity and ease of

use. This disadvantage is that you do not have the fine control that is available through the

traditional process.

3. Web Painter

Web Painter is a simple cell animation tool for the Macintosh that provides capable onion

skinning and painting tools, plus as features for optimizing for Web delivery.

4. Keyframe Animation and Compositing

Keyframe animation programs combine the convenience of 3-D animation softwarewhere

you simply setkeyframes for objects and let the software do the inbetweeningand the

graphical elegance and compositing prowess of a page-layout or high-end paint program.

5. ObjectDancer

PaceWorks' Object Dancer is Macintosh software that specializes in adding rhythm to 2-D

animation by means of a deceptively simple device. The software lets you copy animation

informationtiming and motionfrom one object to another and then offset the timing, so that

different objects move with the same motion and timing, but in sequence. This feature is what

really sets Object Dancer apart from other animation tools, such as Adobe AfterEffects.

Object Dancer exports animation as GIFs, QuickTime movies, and Java applets.
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6. Painting

So-called digital darkroomsimage-correction and retouching toolshave come to be incredibly

sophisticated, all-purpose painting and drawing art studios. Photoshop, which is undoubtedly

the most prevalent and most popular of such tools among professional designers, has sold

millions of copies, and users put it to work creating everything from Hollywood matte

paintings to texture maps for 3-D graphics to photographic collages. MetaCreations' Painter,

meanwhile, simulates traditional painting and drawing tools with such realism that it's almost

impossible to distinguish oil-and-canvas art scanned into a computer from art created directly

in Painter.

Virtually any digital painting tool can be used in animation, but certain features make some

programs far more useful than others.

7. Illustration

Illustration tools are designed for creating vector artwork. Vectors differ from bitmaps in that

vector art uses scalable lines, rather than pixels of a fixed size, to define an image. The

difference is significant in that vectors are editable and scalable (you can adjust and resize

them) without any change in the appearance of the image. This makes vector art well-suited

to graphic design for print work, in which you may want the same logo to appear on a

letterhead as well as on a billboard, for example.

In animation, vector-based artwork has another advantage: At larger sizes, it is very compact

compared with bitmapped art. You can put a vector animation on a Web site and have it play

back at full-screen, and it won't take up any more Internet bandwidth than the same image

sized to fill only one-eighth of the screen. The irony is that until vector formats (such as

QuickTime's Vector codec and Macromedia's Flash) are more widely accepted as standards,

most users will simply convert their vector art to bitmapsin programs such as Photoshop.

8. DeBabelizer

DeBabelizeris the ultimate animator's utility. The program was created to process frames of

video into animation suitable for use in video games, and of all the graphics utilities out there,

it is perhaps the most utilitarian. The original version ran only on the Mac, and its interface

resembled an Internal Revenue Service long formironic for a program that was supposed to
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descramble the language barriers between applications. (The product was named for the

biblical Tower of Babel, which fell to Earth when God made everybody "babble" in different

languages.) Fortunately, Equilibrium has updated the program with an easy-to-use interface

that makes it a lot more accessible to the average graphic artist, and it runs on both Mac and

Windows.

9. 2D geometric model

A 2D geometric model is a geometric model of an object as two-dimensional figure, usually

on the Euclidean or Cartesian plane. Even though all material objects are three-dimensional, a

2D geometric model is often adequate for certain flat objects, such as paper cut-outs and

machine parts made of sheet metal. 2D geometric models are also convenient for describing

certain types of artificial images, such as technical diagrams, logos, the glyphs of a font, etc.

They are an essential tool of 2D computer graphics and often used as components of 3D

geometric models, e.g. to describe the decals to be applied to a car model.

Topic : 3-D Animation

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the 3-D World

 Define and explain the 3-D Process

 Define and explain the Communities

 Define and explain the Distinct from photorealistic 2D graphics

Definition/Overview:

3-D Animation: 3-D animation has revolutionized the art of animation in dramatic and subtle

ways. Before the advent of computerized 3-D animation, the only way to create an animated

3-D world was to draw it in perspective, by hand, or to build three-dimensional articulated
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clay models that you could animate by moving them into position and photographing the

results. Making 3-D animation in either fashion is difficult and time-consuming.

3-D graphics software allows animators to build their 3-D worlds and to manipulate objects

within those worlds like electronic puppeteers with infinitely controllable marionettes. 3-D is

fast and efficient compared with traditional methods, and it can provide amazing

photorealism and visual subtleties that are difficult to create in a single image, much less in

thousands.

Key Points:

1. The 3-D World

To the uninitiated, it may seem to be ponderously difficult to put three-dimensional objects

and realistic spaces on a 2-D computer screen. 3-D programs do this by maintaining a

complete 3-D space in the computer's memory and representing objects as complete three-

dimensional objects. But then the software draws the spaces and objects on the screen in

perspective projectionin the same way that a slide projector displays photographs of 3-D

objects on a wall. Conversely, you manipulate objects within these projections in two

dimensions by dragging your mouse around, and the software translates your manipulations

from the screen's perspective to its virtual 3-D world.

This is a little confusing at first. Imagine a cutout photo of a friend. You place that cutout on

a photograph of a football field, so that your friend appears to be standing in front of the field.

It's easy to see how you could drag her shape to get her left and right or up and down in front

of the field, but how can you move her shape so that she appears to be farther away, standing

in the middle of the field? You can't move something into a 2-D image, can you?

2. The 3-D Process

As 3-D has become more popular, software developers have begun to make their software

easier to use. (This is partly chicken-and-egg; easier software is much more popular than

difficult.) This ease of use comes with the tight integration of the various steps of making 3-D

scenes and animations, as well as in the user-friendly interfaces that cover up the technical

intricacies of 3-D. For most purposes, however, the 3-D animation process is still easiest to
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understand when you break it into four general categories: modeling, scene building,

animation, and rendering.

2.1 Modeling

The model describes the process of forming the shape of an object. The two most

common sources of 3D models are those originated on the computer by an artist or

engineer using some kind of 3D modeling tool, and those scanned into a computer

from real-world objects. Models can also be produced procedurally or via physical

simulation.

2.2 Layout and animation

Before objects are rendered, they must be placed (laid out) within a scene. This is

what defines the spatial relationships between objects in a scene including location

and size. Animation refers to the temporal description of an object, i.e., how it moves

and deforms over time. Popular methods include keyframing, inverse kinematics, and

motion capture, though many of these techniques are used in conjunction with each

other. As with modeling, physical simulation is another way of specifying motion.

2.3 Rendering

Rendering converts a model into an image either by simulating light transport to get

photorealistic images, or by applying some kind of style as in non-photorealistic

rendering. The two basic operations in realistic rendering are transport (how much

light gets from one place to another) and scattering (how surfaces interact with light).

This step is usually performed using 3D computer graphics software or a 3D graphics

API. The process of altering the scene into a suitable form for rendering also involves

3D projection which allows a three-dimensional image to be viewed in two

dimensions.

3. Communities

There are a multitude of websites designed to help educate and support 3D graphic artists.

Some are managed by software developers and content providers, but there are standalone

sites as well (such as Renderosity). These communities allow for members to seek advice,

post tutorials, provide product reviews or post examples of their own work.
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4. Distinct from photorealistic 2D graphics

Not all computer graphics that appear 3D are based on a wireframemodel. 2D computer

graphics with 3D photorealistic effects are often achieved without wireframe modeling and

are sometimes indistinguishable in the final form. Some graphic art software includes filters

that can be applied to 2D vector graphics or 2D raster graphics on transparent layers. Visual

artists may also copy or visualize 3D effects and manually render photorealistic effects

without the use of filters.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
3-D Tools

Animation In A Gif

Quicktime

Topic : 3-D Tools

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Modelers and Renderers

 Define and explain the Low-Cost Animation Systems

 Define and explain the Tip

 Define and explain the Video Animation Systems

 Define and explain the 3-D Hardware

Definition/Overview:

3-D Tools: 3-D software is available in many flavors: simple utilities and plug-insdesigned to

create basic 3-D type and logos; more complex but low-end animation systems that provide

modeling, scene-building, animation, and rendering capabilities; and specialized software that

provides only part of the equation at both the amateur and professional levels. In addition,
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libraries of pre-built models, textures and texture-making tools are readily available, along

with some oddball 3-D programs that don't fit into a particular niche.

In this topic, concentration is on programs that are well suited to Web animation. These

programs include MetaCreations' LogoMotion and Crystal 3D Impact Pro, which are both

optimized for creating animated GIF logos and splashy artwork for Web pages. At the other

end of the scale are high-end professional 3-D products that provide highly detailed

modeling, sophisticated animation effects and support for virtual-reality rendering formats

such as QuickTime VR and 3-D world export in VRML. These products can do nearly

anything you want to achieve in terms of Web animation, but they may be more complicated

and more expensive than you can justify.

Key Points:

1. Modelers and Renderers

3-D modeling and rendering programs are designed exclusively for building models and

creating still renderings; they don't have any significant animation capabilities of their own.

An excellent example is Formz by Autodessys(for Mac and Windows).

Formz, which runs on both Macs and Windows, is one of the most powerful 3-D modelers

available on any platform. It uses a combination of surface and solid modeling, and it has a

rich variety of modeling tools that let you build almost any type of object. The program is

particularly well suited to polygonal modeling (as opposed to modeling with spline or

NuRBS patches), and as a result, it is better for building architectural and mechanical forms

than it is for making organic objects and characters. The RenderZone version adds powerful

realistic texture mapping and rendering, including the capability to render QuickTime VR

objects and panoramas.

2. Low-Cost Animation Systems

Although in comparison to the really top-end applications it may be tempting to call

programs such as CrystalGraphics' 3D Impact Pro and MetaCreations'LogoMotion "low-end"

3-D tools, they are actually quite powerful tools for generating Web art. Both 3D Impact Pro

and LogoMotion enable you to import a vast variety of 3-D objects, to work with lights and

textures, and to generate fairly complex animations in standard Web file formats quickly.
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3. Tip

The fact that the low-end programs are easy to use and have scaled-down feature sets can

actually be a big advantage for users who don't want to tackle complex 3-D animation

systems. For tasks such as building animated logos and buttons, these tools are ideal.

4. Video Animation Systems

Full-blown 3-D video animation systems are aimed at video and multimedia production

professionals more than at graphic designers, so many of the tools that these products offer

are overkill and may be inappropriate for simple Web animation. On the other hand, if you're

producing animation for high-bandwidth Web sites, they offer much more power and control

than do the basic tools.

Interestingly, these more powerful tools also offer a lot of functionality that is specifically

applicable to the Web, thanks to CD-ROM and game designers who clamored for powerful

tools for creating low-bandwidth, high-quality animation. Examples of this functionality are

the capability to render QuickTime VR object movies and panoramas (which you can do even

without special features for this output) and to generate low-polygon, texture-mapped, and

animated models and scenes in VRML format. These programs have no trouble saving

animations in AVI or QuickTime format or as numbered images, which can easily be

converted to formats such as animated GIF files.

5. 3-D Hardware

Special 3-D graphics hardware is not a requirement for creating 3-D animation, but it

certainly is nice to have! The 3-D APIsOpenGL for Windows NT, DirectDraw for Windows

95, and Quick-Draw 3D for the Macintoshall benefit from hardware that speeds the rendering

of 3-D polygons. 3-D chips are being added to the motherboards of some recent computers,

but more commonly, these chips are included with graphic accelerator cards.

At the high end, special hardware cards cost more than $2,000. They are fantastic for viewing

and interacting with VRML worlds, because they make accurate rendering of very complex

texture-mapped worlds nearly instantaneous. At the low end, virtually every graphics
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accelerator card made today (such as those made by Diamond, ATI, and Matrox) has 3-D

acceleration hardware on board.

Topic : Animation In A Gif

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Characteristics of GIF89a

 Define and explain the GIF Builder and GIF Construction Set

 Define and explain the Frame-at-a-Time Delivery

 Define and explain the GIF Optimization Techniques

 Define and explain the Using CAD

Definition/Overview:

Animation in a GIF: The majority of animations on the Web are based on CompuServe's

Graphic Image File format, commonly known as GIF. (The jury is split as to whether the

term should be pronounced "giff," like "gift," or "jiff," like "jiffy.") The current standard GIF

format is GIF89a, which denotes the year of the format's release but which far precedes the

use of the format for animation. You may encounter an older flavor, GIF87a, but it has been

almost universally replaced by the new standard.

Some animation formats actually have more sophisticatedbetter, in my opinionfeatures for

Web animation delivery, including QuickTime and Macromedia Flash. But no format has

come close to gaining the popularity and widespread acceptance of GIFs. This acceptance is

due to the ease of creating GIFs (particularly with readily available shareware tools) and to

the fact that animated GIFs are supported in most browsers without the hassle of installing

extra plug-ins.
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Key Points:

1. Characteristics of GIF89a

To really master animation with GIF files, you need to thoroughly understand the features

supported by the file format. Some features are supported by some GIF animation programs;

others aren't. Often, though, you can simply build a GIF animation in one program, save it,

open it in another program, and fine-tune it for Web delivery. This approach allows you to

create animations with your creative tool of choice and optimize them for delivery online.

2. Frame-at-a-Time Delivery

Although GIF files contain embedded timing information, browsers generally download and

display GIFsone frame at a time and then play them through again at full speed if the

animation is set for looping playback.

3. GIF Optimization Techniques

There are essentially four techniques for reducing GIF file sizes, and these techniques

typically must be combined to produce the level of compression required for good

performance on the Web. They are as follows.

 Frame reduction.

 Frame-differencing optimization.

 LZW-compression optimization.

 Color reduction.

4. GIF Builder and GIF Construction Set

The following directions assume that you are using GIFBuilder on the Macintosh or GIF

Construction Set in Windows. Other programs do the same jobconverting still images or

animation to animated GIFsbut these two shareware programs have very good support for the

various features of the GIF format, and they're easy to use.
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One can create frames of animation in many ways: drawing, painting, 3-D rendering, 2-D

keyframing, and so on. This section assumes that you've already created an animation and

saved it as individual frames, or in AVI or QuickTime movie format. (GIF Construction Set

and GIFBuilder are both designed to work with existing images.)

5. Using CAD

CAD is one of the many tools used by engineers and designers and is used in many ways

depending on the profession of the user and the type of software in question. There are

several different types of CAD. Each of these different types of CAD systems requirethe

operator to think differently about how he or she will use them and he or she must design

their virtual components in a different manner for each.

There are many producers of the lower-end 2D systems, including a number of free and open

source programs. These provide an approach to the drawing process without all the fuss over

scale and placement on the drawing sheet that accompanied hand drafting, since these can be

adjusted as required during the creation of the final draft.

3D wireframeis basically an extension of 2D drafting. Each line has to be manually inserted

into the drawing. The final product has no mass properties associated with it and cannot have

features directly added to it, such as holes. The operator approaches these in a similar fashion

to the 2D systems, although many 3D systems allow using the wireframe model to make the

final engineering drawing views.

3D "dumb" solids (programs incorporating this technology include AutoCAD and Cadkey19)

are created in a way analogous to manipulations of real word objects. Basic three-

dimensional geometric forms (prisms, cylinders, spheres, and so on) have solid volumes

added or subtracted from them, as if assembling or cutting real-world objects. Two-

dimensional projected views can easily be generated from the models. Basic 3D solids don't

usually include tools to easily allow motion of components, set limits to their motion, or

identify interference between components.

3D parametric solid modeling (programs incorporating this technology include

Pro/ENGINEER, NX, the combination of UniGraphics and IDeas, CATIA V5, Autodesk

Inventor, Alibre Design, TopSolid, T-FLEX CAD, SolidWorks, and Solid Edge) require the
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operator to use what is referred to as "design intent". The objects and features created are

adjustable. Any future modifications will be simple, difficult, or nearly impossible,

depending on how the original part was created. One must think of this as being a "perfect

world" representation of the component. If a feature was intended to be located from the

center of the part, the operator needs to locate it from the center of the model, not, perhaps,

from a more convenient edge or an arbitrary point, as he could when using "dumb" solids.

Parametric solids require the operator to consider the consequences of his actions carefully.

Some software packages provide the ability to edit parametric and non-parametric geometry

without the need to understand or undo the design intent history of the geometry by use of

direct modeling functionality. This ability may also include the additional ability to infer the

correct relationships between selected geometry (e.g., tangency, concentricity) which makes

the editing process less time and labor intensive while still freeing the engineer from the

burden of understanding the models design intent history. These kind of non history based

systems are called ExplicitModellers. The first Explicit Modeling system was introduced to

the world at the end of 80's by Hewlett-Packard under the name SolidDesigner. This CAD

solution, which released many later versions, is now sold by PTC as "CoCreateModeling"

Draft views are able to be generated easily from the models. Assemblies usually incorporate

tools to represent the motions of components, set their limits, and identify interference. The

tool kits available for these systems are ever increasing; including 3D piping and injection

mold designing packages.

Mid range software are integrating parametric solids more easily to the end user: integrating

more intuitive functions (SketchUp), using the best of both 3D dumb solids and parametric

characteristics (VectorWorks), making very real-view scenes in relative few steps

(Cinema4D) or offering all-in-one (formZ).

Top end systems offer the capabilities to incorporate more organic, aesthetics and ergonomic

features into designs (Catia, GenerativeComponents). Freeform surface modelling is often

combined with solids to allow the designer to create products that fit the human form and

visual requirements as well as they interface with the machine.
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Topic : Quicktime

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the The QuickTime Media Layer

 Define and explain the QuickTime 3.0 Basics

 Define and explain the Creating QuickTime Animation

 Define and explain the QuickTime Tools

 Define and explain the MoviePlayer 3.0

 Define and explain the Making Video for the Web

Definition/Overview:

QuickTime: Unlike many other Web animation technologies, QuickTime has a long track

record of development and success. It provides a way to store, edit, and play sound, video,

animation, graphics, text, and music. It is also the basis of QuickTime VR, Apple's virtual-

reality technology, and of MIDI delivery and playback on the Web.

It is ironic, then, that QuickTime 3.0, the most recent release from Apple Computer, is the

first version to achieve widespread acceptance on the Web. The reason is simple. QuickTime

3.0 is the first version of the program to offer cross-platform paritythat is, equality on both

Mac and Windows platforms.

QuickTime Pro: With QuickTime 3.0, Apple made QuickTime freely available to both Mac

and Windows usersbut QuickTime 3.0 Pro is available for an extra charge. QuickTime 3.0

Pro adds even more functionality to the basic edition. It's actually the same version as the

standard edition except it includes an encryption key that unlocks the advanced features, so if

you decide that you need the advanced features, you can pay Apple $30 for themcheap, when

you consider all the functionality that QuickTime adds to a computer.

What are these advanced features? They include full-screen broadcast-quality playback,

streaming media playback, editing movies and audio, saving audio and movie files from Web
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pages for later viewing, preparation and compression of QuickTime media, and creating

QuickTime content slide shows.

Key Points:

1. The QuickTime Media Layer

One of the concepts introduced in QuickTime 2.0and greatly expanded in QuickTime 3.0is

the QuickTime Media Layer (QTML). Essentially, QTML is the QuickTime architecture that

allows many layers of media to be contained in the same QuickTime file. These layers of

media include QuickTime VR, QuickTime movies, 3D MetaFile (3DMF) objects, sprites,

audio, MIDI, and text, as well as a variety of programming hooks. The big catch with QTML

is the fact that most authoring tools have yet to truly exploit this capability.

Although Live Picture's Reality Studio, for example, allows you to easily create panoramas

that combine VR scenes, movies, audio, VR objects, and other data by using proprietary

technology, only a few QuickTime tools allow you to incorporate more than two or three of

the supported data types. Macromedia's QuickTime 3.0 Xtra and a utility called

Nodemediaare both designed to provide this functionality, but these tools were still in the

works when this topic was written.. Other tools, such as Lari Software's Electrifier Pro, allow

you to create animations in QuickTime's new vector graphics format, while Terran

Interactive's Media Cleaner Pro provides special support for QuickTime 3's streaming

formats and other Web features.

2. QuickTime 3.0 Basics

Playing back QuickTime 3.0 movies requires the QuickTime browser plug-in (version 2.0 or

later). This plug-in is available free from the QuickTime Web site

(http://www.quicktime.apple.com).

Using QuickTime in HTML

In general, placing QuickTime in a Web page is just like placing a GIF or JPEG file.

<EMBED> is the HTML tag you use to embed different kinds of objects, such as QuickTime

movies, in an HTML document.
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3. Creating QuickTime Animation

The process of creating QuickTime animation involves several essential components. A key

part of understanding QuickTime files is understanding codecs. Codecs is short for

compressor-decompressor, which supplies QuickTime compression and is the basis of the

different QuickTime file formats. Considering that 28.8 modem users get a best case of

3.5K/second downloads, codecs are the most crucial component of QuickTime authoring for

the Web.

Another important component of the process is Apple's surprisingly versatile QuickTime

Movie Player, which comes with all versions of QuickTime but progresses through a huge

range of animation and video-editing software. You can also find a wide range of QuickTime

utilities that make manipulating and managing QuickTime movies easier.

4. QuickTime Tools

QuickTime software runs the gamut from full-blown video-editing systems to animation tools

that specialize in creating QuickTime movies to utilities that make movies useful for Web

delivery. This section highlights some tools that are specifically important to QuickTime.

Almost any animation can be easily adapted for use as a QuickTime movie.

5. MoviePlayer 3.0

Apple's MoviePlayeris surprisingly powerful, considering that it comes with the basic

QuickTime installation. You can download versions for both Mac and Windows/Windows

NT computers directly from Apple's QuickTime site.

6. Making Video for the Web

Although many Web designers master the art of video compression, few of them give much

thought to creating video so as to maximize its performance and quality on the Web. This last

section of the topic provides some basic tips that will dramatically improve the appearance of

your video and its performance while streaming over low-bandwidth modems and network

connections, as well as on slow computers.
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In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Quicktime Vr And Vrml

Shockwave, Director, And Flash

Real Media

Topic : Quicktime Vr And Vrml

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the QuickTime VR

 Define and explain the Photo VR Tools

 Define and explain the QuickTime VR Authoring Studio

 Define and explain the Photo VR Hardware

 Define and explain the QuickTime VR in 3-D

 Define and explain the 3-D Object Movies

 Define and explain the VRML

Definition/Overview:

QuickTime VR and VRML: Virtual reality (VR) is a much-admired but seldom-achieved

state of affairs that puts mind-controlled avatars in control of super-realistic, imaginary

worlds. Although it's great stuff for novels and movies, in truth, virtual reality is many years

from being a truly immersive experience that even remotely resembles anything realistic.

Today, even on million-dollar multiprocessing workstations, free of the limitations of

bandwidth or terrestrial-priced graphics processing engines, VR operates within very narrow

boundaries of believable realism.

Still, VR is cool technology within its limitations, even on desktop computers. Two very

different, but complementary, VR technologies are both well suited to Web delivery. Apple's

QuickTime VR (QTVR) and a competing technology, Reality Studio (from Live Picture) are
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the basis of what is called a photo VRvirtual reality based on photographs or images that

imitate the perspective distortion of photography. A completely different form of VR, which

is referred to as 3DVR, is based on 3-D models and scenery and uses real-time rendering to

allow users to move their point of view in the scene. Virtual Reality Markup Language

(VRML) is the key technology used for 3DVR on the Web.

Key Points:

1. QuickTime VR

QuickTime VR is a component of Apple's QuickTime, and the core technology (including the

compression codecs) used for QuickTime VR is the same as that used in QuickTime movies.

QuickTime VR is used to create panoramas of both interior and exterior spaces, as well as

object movies that resemble three-dimensional objects floating in space. Panoramas are ideal

for depicting the interiors of buildings or rooms, or the view from a mountaintop or castle

tower. QuickTime VR objects resemble objects that can be turned on-screen on any axis, like

a globe of the Earth mounted on a stand but able to rotate to any point. These objects, which

are ideal for showing off industrial designs and fanciful sculptures, have been used to display

clothes on a model from every conceivable angle and, more popularly, to show off shiny new

models of cars.

2. Photo VR Tools

A growing number of QuickTime VR authoring tools are available to designers and Web

developers. The most important of these tools are Apple's QuickTime VR Authoring Studio

and a few free utilities that are available on the Apple QuickTime Web site

(http://www.quicktime.apple.com). Spin Panorama and Spin PhotoObject(from Picture

Works), as well as Nodester and Widgetizer (from Roundabout Logic), also handle the

essential tasks of building panoramic and object movies.

3. QuickTime VR Authoring Studio

QuickTime VR Authoring Studio is Apple's tool for building QuickTime VR panoramas and

objects. It's a very complete package that handles everything from scanning and capturing

images to stitching movies and managing projects and media. It also allows you to create
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multiple-node movies and to create programmatic hooks, called blobs, which can be

controlled by QuickTime-savvy applications such as Macromedia Director.

4. Photo VR Hardware

Before you dive into QuickTime VR, you have several factors to consider. The first is that

most of the available applications run on the Macintosh. The notable exceptions are Spin's

tools, PhotoObject and Panorama, and Live Picture's Reality Studio.

The more immediate concern is what kind of photographic hardware is required. Although

almost any kind of digital camera works for creating panoramas and object movies, the

demands for additional mechanical hardware are very different.

5. QuickTime VR in 3-D

Just as 3-D rendering systems mimic the functionality of a camera or movie camera for

creating realistic images, 3-D systems can be used to take the pictures required for

QuickTime VR panoramas and object movies. The principle is simply to use the virtual

camera in 3-D space exactly the same way that you use a camera in the real world to create

photo VR images. For QuickTime VR panoramas, 3-D programs have the unique advantages

of mathematical precision, of perfect leveling, and of limited parallax error.

Cameras in 3-D systems are exactly centered at the focal point, so the parallax problem is

gone, and leveling a camera is simply a matter of making sure that it is aligned on the

appropriate plane in 3-D space.

6. 3-D Object Movies

A few 3-D programs come with prescripted cameras that render all the frames needed for an

object movie. There is a problem with these cameras when it comes to object movies for the

Web, howevermost of them render a fine resolution of columns and rows, spacing each

rendering very close to the preceding one, which results in a huge number of frames. This

situation is simply unacceptable for the Web, because doubling the number of clicks in both

directions quadruples the resulting number of frames and the size of the movie. Fortunately,

creating your own object-movie rig in most reasonably powerful 3-D animation systems is

fairly simple. You need a 3-D program that supports an animatablecamera with numerical
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positioning, rotation adjustments, and hierarchical linking. Cross-platform examples of such

programs are Strata StudioPro, LightWave 3D, Ray Dream Studio, Cinema 4D, Hash

Animation Master, and Extreme 3D.

7. VRML

Virtual Reality Markup Language, or VRML, has many things in common with HTML. It is

a platform- and browser-independent language that supports many types of media, including

sound, graphics, text animation, video, and interactivity. You can build and edit VRML with

a basic text editor. Unlike HTML, which presents data on a two-dimensional page, VRML

presents all this data in the framework of a three-dimensional space, complete with geometry,

lights, and textures, viewed through the eye of a virtual camera.

There are other differences. VRML requires a browser plug-in and a fast machine (preferably

with 3-D acceleration) to render complex scenes on the fly. Simple 3-D scenes are fairly

compact in general, but complex VRML sites can be very large and require careful file-

optimization techniques to make things work well over slow connections. Although the basic

techniques of HTML design borrow heavily from standard 2-D graphic design and resemble

old-fashioned typesetting more than anything, VRML is decidedly 3-D, and interactive

VRML sitesor sites that have animation and a lot of interesting effectsrequire a fair amount of

programming as well.

7.1 Format

VRML is a text file format where, e.g., vertices and edges for a 3D polygon can be

specified along with the surface color, UV mapped textures, shininess, transparency,

and so on. URLs can be associated with graphical components so that a web browser

might fetch a web-page or a new VRML file from the Internet when the user clicks on

the specific graphical component. Animations, sounds, lighting, and other aspects of

the virtual world can interact with the user or may be triggered by external events

such as timers. A special Script Node allows the addition of program code (e.g.,

written in Java or JavaScript (ECMAScript)) to a VRML file.

VRML files are commonly called "worlds" and have the *.wrlextension (for example

island.wrl). Although VRML worlds use a text format, they may often be compressed
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using gzip so that they transfer over the internet more quickly (some gzip compressed

files use the *.wrz extension). Many 3D modeling programs can save objects and

scenes in VRML format.

7.2 Standardization

The Web3D Consortium has been formed to further the collective development of the

format. VRML (and its successor, X3D), have been accepted as international

standards by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO).

The first version of VRML was specified in November 1994. This version was

specified from, and very closely resembled, the API and file format of the Open

Inventor software component, originally developed by SGI. The current and

functionally complete version is VRML97 (ISO/IEC 14772-1:1997). VRML has now

been superseded by X3D (ISO/IEC 19775-1)

7.3 Emergence, popularity, and rival technical upgrade

The term VRML was coined by Dave Raggett in a paper submitted to The First

International Conference on the World-Wide Web in 1994, and first discussed at the

WWW94 VRML BOF established by Tim Berners-Lee, where Mark Pesce presented

the Labyrinth demo he developed with Tony Parisi & Peter Kennard.

In 1997, a new version of the format was finalized, as VRML97 (also known as

VRML2 or VRML 2.0), and became an ISO standard. VRML97 was used on the

Internet on some personal homepages and sites such as "CyberTown", which offered

3D chat using Blaxxun Software. The format was championed by SGI's Cosmo

Software; when SGI restructured in 1998 the division was sold to Platinum

Technologies, which was then taken over by Computer Associates, which did not

develop or distribute the software. To fill the void a variety of proprietary Web 3D

formats emerged over the next few years, including Microsoft Chrome and Adobe

Atmosphere, neither of which is supported today. VRML's capabilities remained

largely the same while realtime 3D graphics kept improving. The VRML Consortium

changed its name to the Web3D Consortium, and began work on the successor to

VRML X3D.
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H-Anim is a standard for animated Humanoids, which is based around VRML, and

later X3D. The initial version 1.0 of the H-Anim standard was scheduled for

submission at the end of March 1998.

VRML provoked much interest but has never seen much serious widespread use. One

reason for this may have been the lack of content creation tools for the Macintosh

platform. Apple's fortunes were at an ebb during VRML's time, yet it remained the

preferred tool for artists and designers who would create virtual worlds for VRML

navigators to explore and many more Macintosh users were active explorers of new

technologies .

VRML experimentation was primarily in education and research where an open

specification is most valued. It has now been re-engineered as X3D. The MPEG-4

Interactive Profile (ISO/IEC 14496) was based on VRML (now on X3D), and X3D is

largely backward-compatible with it. VRML is also widely used as a file format for

interchange of 3D models, particularly from CAD systems.

A free cross-platform runtime implementation of VRML is available in OpenVRML.

Its libraries can be used to add both VRML and X3D support to applications, and a

GTK+ plugin is available to render VRML/X3D worlds in web browsers.

Topic : Shockwave, Director, And Flash

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Why Use Shockwave?

 Define and explain the Director

 Define and explain the Saving Director Movies as Shockwave

 Define and explain the Creating a Shockwave Animation

 Define and explain the Launch Director.
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 Define and explain the Flash

Definition/Overview:

Shockwave: A shock wave (also called shock front or simply "shock") is a type of

propagating disturbance. Like an ordinary wave, it carries energy and can propagate through

a medium (solid, liquid or gas) or in some cases in the absence of a material medium, through

a field such as the electromagnetic field. Shock waves are characterized by an abrupt, nearly

discontinuous change in the characteristics of the medium. Across a shock there is always an

extremely rapid rise in pressure, temperature and density of the flow. In supersonic flows,

expansion is achieved through an expansion fan. A shock wave travels through most media at

a higher speed than an ordinary wave.

Unlike solitons(another kind of nonlinear wave), the energy of a shock wave dissipates

relatively quickly with distance. Also, the accompanying expansion wave approaches and

eventually merges with the shock wave, partially cancelling it out. Thus the sonic boom

associated with the passage of a supersonic aircraft is the sound wave resulting from the

degradation

Director: Adobe Director (formerly Macromedia Director) is a media application created by

Macromedianow part of Adobe Systems. It allows users to build applications built on a

movie metaphor, with the user as the "director" of the movie. Originally designed for creating

animation sequences, the addition of a powerful scripting language called Lingo made it a

popular choice for creating CD-ROMs and standalone kiosks. Adobe Director supports both

2D and 3D multimedia projects.

Flash: Adobe Flash (previously called Macromedia Flash) is a multimedia platform created

by Macromedia and currently developed and distributed by Adobe Systems. Since its

introduction in 1996, Flash has become a popular method for adding animation and

interactivity to web pages; Flash is commonly used to create animation, advertisements, and

various web page components, to integrate video into web pages, and more recently, to

develop rich Internet applications.

Flash can manipulate vector and raster graphics and supports bi-directional streaming of

audio and video. It contains a scripting language called ActionScript. Several software
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products, systems, and devices are able to create or display Flash content, including Adobe

Flash Player, which is available for most common web browsers, some mobile phones and

other electronic devices (using Flash Lite). The Adobe Flash Professional multimedia

authoring program is used to create content for the Adobe Engagement Platform, such as web

applications, games and movies, and content for mobile phones and other embedded devices.

Key Points:

1. Why Use Shockwave?

The answer to this question depends on your need for online multimedia, but essentially,

Shockwave provides a very rich multimedia environment that provides a high level of

interactivity, program control, and excellent animation performance. Shockwave also

provides highly efficient audio compressionas much as 176:1and streaming playback over the

Web.

Choosing between Flash and Director for Shockwave development depends on the technical

needs of your site. If the multimedia content has to have a lot of programming control, so as

to provide decision-making events and other sophisticated types of interactivity, Director is

your choice. If you want animation with sound and basic interactivity, such as rollover

buttons and clickable hot spots, and if you require fast downloads and compact graphics,

Flash is the better candidate.

1.1 Terminology

Shock waves can be

Normal: at 90 (perpendicular) to the shock medium's flow direction.

o Oblique: at an angle to the direction of flow.

o Bow: Occurs upstream of the front (bow) of a blunt object when the upstream velocity

exceeds Mach 1.

Some other terms

o Shock Front: an alternative name for the shock wave itself
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o Contact Front: in a shock wave caused by a driver gas (for example the "impact" of a high

explosive on the surrounding air), the boundary between the driver (explosive products) and

the driven (air) gases. The Contact Front trails the Shock Front.

1.2 In supersonic flows

Pressure-time diagram at an external observation point for the case of a supersonic

object propagating past the observer. The leading edge of the object causes a shock

(left, in red) and the trailing edge of the object causes an expansion (right, in blue).

When an object (or disturbance) moves faster than the information about it can be

propagated into the surrounding fluid, fluid near the disturbance cannot react or "get

out of the way" before the disturbance arrives. In a shock wave the properties of the

fluid (density, pressure, temperature, velocity, Mach number) change almost

instantaneously. Measurements of the thickness of shock waves have resulted in

values approximately one order of magnitude greater than the mean free path of the

gas investigated.

Shock waves form when the speed of a gas changes by more than the speed of sound.

At the region where this occurssound waves traveling against the flow reach a point

where they cannot travel any further upstream and the pressure progressively builds in

that region, and a high pressure shock wave rapidly forms.

Shock waves are not conventional sound waves; a shock wave takes the form of a

very sharp change in the gas properties on the order of a few mean free paths (roughly

micro-meters at atmospheric conditions) in thickness. Shock waves in air are heard as

a loud "crack" or "snap" noise. Over longer distances a shock wave can change from a

nonlinear wave into a linear wave, degenerating into a conventional sound wave as it

heats the air and loses energy. The sound wave is heard as the familiar "thud" or

"thump" of a sonic boom, commonly created by the supersonic flight of aircraft.

The shock wave is one of several different ways in which a gas in a supersonic flow

can be compressed. Some other methods are isentropic compressions, including

Prandtl-Meyer compressions. The method of compression of a gas results in different

temperatures and densities for a given pressure ratio, which can be analytically
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calculated for a non-reacting gas. A shock wave compression results in a loss of total

pressure, meaning that it is a less efficient method of compressing gases for some

purposes, for instance in the intake of a scramjet. The appearance of pressure-drag on

supersonic aircraft is mostly due to the effect of shock compression on the flow.

1.3 Due to nonlinear steepening

Shock waves can form due to steepening of ordinary waves. The best-known example

of this phenomenon is ocean waves that form breakers on the shore. In shallow water,

the speed of surface waves is dependent on the depth of the water. An incoming ocean

wave has a slightly higher wave speed near the crest of each wave than near the

troughs between waves, because the wave height is not infinitesimal compared to the

depth of the water. The crests overtake the troughs until the leading edge of the wave

forms a vertical face and spills over to form a turbulent shock (a breaker) that

dissipates the wave's energy as sound and heat.

Similar phenomena affect strong sound waves in gas or plasma, due to the

dependence of the sound speed on temperature and pressure. Strong waves heat the

medium near each pressure front, due to adiabatic compression of the air itself, so that

high pressure fronts outrun the corresponding pressure troughs. While shock

formation by this process does not normally happen to sound waves in Earth's

atmosphere, it is thought to be one mechanism by which the solar chromosphere and

corona are heated, via waves that propagate up from the solar interior.

1.4 Analogies

A shock wave may be described as the furthest point upstream of a moving object

which "knows" about the approach of the object. In this description, the shock wave

position is defined as the boundary between the zone having no information about the

shock-driving event, and the zone aware of the shock-driving event, analogous with

the light cone described in the theory of special relativity.

To get a shock wave something has to be travelling faster than the local speed of

sound. In that case some parts of the air around the aircraft are travelling at exactly

the speed of sound with the aircraft, so that the sound waves leaving the aircraft pile
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up on each other, similar to a tailback on a road, and a shock wave forms, the pressure

increases, and then spreads out sideways. Because of this amplification effect, a shock

wave is very intense, more like an explosion when heard (not coincidentally, since

explosions create shock waves).

Analogous phenomena are known outside fluid mechanics. For example, particles

accelerated beyond the speed of light in a refractive medium (where the speed of light

is less than that in a vacuum, such as water) create visible shock effects, a

phenomenon known as Cherenkov radiation.

2. Director

Director is a full-blown multimedia authoring tool. In fact, it's just about the only one that has

been available since Quark, Inc. suspended development of its competing tool, mTropolis. In

Director, you can create animations that are highly interactive and that take advantage of

advanced programmatic controls created with Director's scripting language, called Lingo.

To build a projectcalled a moviein Director, you begin by importing or painting cells of

animation into a cast. Then you place the cast members on a stage as sprites, which you can

animate by tweening or by cycling through consecutive cast members. You control sprites

with a spreadsheet-like timeline called the Score. Finally, you give sprites behaviors by using

the Lingo language to attach programs called scripts.

2.1 Features

Its scripting language motivated some to use this application. Many companies use it

to author demonstrations or user interfaces (UI) for content on CDs and DVDs. It can

incorporate many different bitmap, audio and video file formats making it possible to

integrate media. It also supports vector graphics and 3D interactivity (via Shockwave

3D). Since Version 8, Director also natively incorporates Flash animation files.

Director's functionality can be extended through plug-in applications named Xtras.

These can be created by users or purchased from third party vendors. They are created

using Macromedia's XDK (Xtra Development Kit), a C++ SDK.
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One type of file created by Director can be viewed in a web browser using the

Shockwave plugin. These files have a .DCR extension.

Director can also create stand-alone executable applications from a project, called

projectors, which can be compiled for Macintosh or Windows operating systems.

3. Saving Director Movies as Shockwave

Exporting Director movies to Shockwave is extremely simple. You choose the command

from the File menu, and Shockwave compression is automatically applied to the entire

movie. You may want to improve performance in Shockwave files by setting custom options,

however. To set streaming options, open the Modify/Movie/Playback dialog box. These

options allow you to specify whether the movie downloads entirely before playing back or

starts playing as soon as the first cast members begin to arrive.

4. Creating a Shockwave Animation

Here is a simple example of creating a Shockwave animation in Director by using several

existing frames of animation. (Before you perform this exercise, the Shockwave plug-in

should be installed in your browser.) The example is extremely simple, designed merely to

show the Shockwave creation process from beginning to end.

5. Launch Director.

Choose File/New/Cast to open the New Cast dialog, and name the cast Example.

Click the first frame in the cast and choose File/Import to open the standard file dialog.

Navigate to the example folder and choose Add All.

Click the Import button to add all the frames to the cast. Notice that Director automatically

imports the frames in proper order if the files are numbered.

In the Cast window, Command+click all the cast members that make up the cells of the

animation (right-click in Windows) to select them all.
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Choose Modify/Cast to Time. The cast members are placed on stage in a sequence as a sprite.

The cast members also appear on the first timeline in the Score with duration equal to the

number of frames in the new sprite.

Click frame 0 in the score to move the time pointer to that frame; then select the sprite on the

stage and drag it to the left side of the screen.

In the Score, click the last keyframe for the sprite (represented by a small vertical bar) and

then drag the sprite to the right side of the stage. This step changes the position of the sprite at

that keyframe so that the sprite animates across the screen.

Click Play in the Control Panel to preview the animation.

To adjust the timing for the animation, drag the last keyframe for the sprite from frame 10 to

frame 60 in the Score. This step stretches the animation to take more time.

To add a behavior to the sprite, choose Xtras/Behaviors to open the cast of preset behaviors.

You can drag and drop behaviors onto objects to apply them. For this example, choose

Frame: Hold OnCurrent and drag it to frame 60 in the script track of the Score.

Play the animation again to see the effect of this behavior. The timeline and the animation

should play smoothly all the way to frame 60 and then stop.

Add a user input behavior to the sprite. Drag the behavior Frame: Go to/Play Number to the

sprite's timeline in the Score. A small dialog box opens, allowing you to specify parameters

for the behavior. Enter 1 in the Frame box, choose Initializing Event: MouseUp and Play

Mode: Go to, and click OK to accept the changes. Now, whenever the movie is playing or

paused, clicking the sprite causes the movie to jump to frame 1 and begin playing again.
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To make the movie play a sound when the viewer clicks the sprite, drag the behavior Sound:

Play Member onto the Score. In the behavior's dialog box, choose the cast-member sound file

to play.

Play the movie. Notice that when the movie pauses at the last frame, you can click the

sprite,and the movie jumps to frame 1 and begins playing again. Any time you click the

sprite, the sound plays also.

Choose File/Save AsShockwave Movie to save the movie in Shockwave format.

Drag the Shockwave movie to your browser's window to preview it. The movie should open

and begin playing.

6. Flash

Macromedia's Flash is a greatly simplified plug-in based animation format that requires much

less knowledge to use than Director's Lingo does. It has the added advantage of using very

compact vector-based artwork. Macromedia Flash is the authoring tool used to create Flash

content, although the name "Flash" is somewhat confusingly interchangeable with the file

format.

When this topic was written, Macromedia came out with Flash 3.0, which introduced big

changes. The Flash file format is now an open standard, which means that other developers

can (and will) support Flash files in their content-creation tools. Previously, Flash and

FreeHand were the only tools that could save Flash files. Version 3.0 introduces several

important creative additions: sprites (as in Director) that combine many cells into a single

animated object; transparency in objects; morphing between shapes; and bandwidth profiling,

which allows you to preview how a Flash movie moves over a given connection.
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Topic : Real Media

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the The RealSystem

 Define and explain the RealSystem vs. QuickTime

 Define and explain the RealFlash Optimization Kit

 Define and explain the RealServer Metafiles

 Define and explain the RealPublisher and RealEncoder

 Define and explain the Using RealServers

Definition/Overview:

Real Media: Real Networks provides several important technologies for creating and

delivering streaming video, audio, and animation on the Web. These streaming formats allow

clients to receive sound, video, and animation in real time, even live broad casts. For

animators, the key feature is the capability to display animations without lengthy downloads,

because the animation begins playing almost the second that the Web page is displayed.

Although QuickTime also provides this capability, RealNetworkshas the advantage of

offering this feature from secure, dedicated servers that provide higher performance to many

more users in a controlled environment. The RealSystem has become very popular:

RealNetworksclaims that as of March 1998, more than 43 million copies of its RealPlayer

playback engine had been downloaded, with some 700,000 new download occurring each

week. The standard player is also supplied with Web browsers and some modems.

Key Points:

1. The RealSystem

The RealSystemconsists of authoring tools, servers, and plug-in and standalone players for

creating, delivering and playing streaming audio, video and animation. The following

sections discuss the most vital of these components for the Web animator.
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RealPlayer and RealPlayer Plus

RealPlayer is a player application and plug-in that provides playback of RealMedia on the

user's machine.

2. RealSystem vs. QuickTime

QuickTime and the RealSystem both have the capability to display streaming video,

streaming audio, and vector animation. It's logical, then, to consider both technologies for

creating and displaying diverse types of animation and media. Here are some creation and

delivery considerations:

 Content creation. A much wider variety of QuickTime-compatible applications are available

for QuickTime than specifically for RealMedia. The RealEncoder functions as a QuickTime

codec, however, which means that any application that can create QuickTime movies can

also create RealAudio and RealVideo. Setting up RealMedia to work with the RealServers is

more difficult than incorporating QuickTime into HTML pages, but the problem is not

insurmountable. RealPublisher makes the task much easier by providing wizards that allow

you to select video, audio and animation files and then specify the HTML page to which to

add these files. The tool also manages the position of files and the relative URLs needed to

make real video work on a RealServer.

 Servers. RealServers provide highly scalable performance for a price. Dedicated servers can

be set up to provide streaming media to anywhere from 60 to many thousands of users

simultaneously. These servers have the advantages of secure media delivery, support for

commerce features (such as displaying and tracking advertising), and high performance.

QuickTime, on the other hand, can be stored on any standard HTTP or FTP server and

requires no special facility for playback. QuickTime is limited to about 60 simultaneous users

from a standard Web server. RealMedia, similarly, can be delivered from a standard Web

server, with similar limitations to those of QuickTime in this environment. RealServer is the

only viable option, however, if you want to deliver live video to large numbers of users on

the Web. In addition, RealServers' security features allow you to limit playback to users who

have a password or to lock video so that it can't be saved to the user's disk, for example.

 Players. The QuickTime plug-in and the RealPlayer are both extremely popular cross-

platform playback engines. The RealPlayer handles audio, video, and animation (in Flash
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format), whereas the QuickTime plug-in offers video, audio, and vector animation (in

QuickTime vector format), as well as support for a vast number of still-image formats.

3. RealFlash Optimization Kit

You can download this kit free from Macromedia. The kit includes the RealFlash Bit Rate

Calculation Spreadsheet, which you can use with Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Word to

calculate optimum compression for given bandwidths. This spreadsheet uses the Movie

Report data created by the Shockwave Flash exporter when you save the Shockwave Flash

file. It contains information about the data rate for the overall animation, as well as for

particular frames of animation, allowing you to compensate for data spikes in the animation.

You can use the information provided by the spreadsheet to determine the optimum data rates

and buffering values to apply in the swftune utility.

The objective of optimizing playback settings is to improve performance and quality for the

user. One of the first things that you have to tackle is whether audio or animation quality is

your priority, because each makes its own bandwidth demands.

4. RealServer Metafiles

After you generate your Shockwave Flash and RealAudio files, you have to create a metafile

that lists the URLs of the files. A Web page links to the metafile, rather than to the actual

media files. When a user clicks the Web page's hyperlink, the meta-file is passed to the

client's RealPlayer, which then requests the actual presentation files from the RealServer.

A metafile is a simple text file that defines the URLs of the media files in an unusual format.

5. RealPublisher and RealEncoder

RealEncoderis a free collection of compressor/decompressors (codecs) for creating

RealAudio and RealVideocontent. It works as a plug-in with Adobe Premiere as well as with

compression utilitiesin particular, Terran Interactive'sMedia Cleaner Pro. Alternatively, you

can use the stand-alone application to compress audio and movie files. Although

RealEncodercan create clips, it cannot publish them to your Web site or RealServer.
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6. Using RealServers

RealServersdeliver live, on-demand RealVideo, RealAudio, and RealFlash content. One

RealServercan deliver clips to many users simultaneously. RealServersare available in

several versions that can provide streaming media to several thousand users at the same time.

RealServers run on Windows or Windows NT systems and impose fairly modest

requirements on the hardware. A typical 120 MHz Pentium, for example, can deliver up to

400 simultaneous streams of video to 28.8 modem users.

A Web server is required to use a RealServer, but the Web server does not need to reside on

the same machine as the RealServer software.

In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Mbed Interactor

Java And Dhtml

Topic : Mbed Interactor

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Animate a Sprite on a Path

Definition/Overview:

mBed Interactor:Although standard formatssuch as GIF, QuickTime, and Shockwavefill

most requirements for online animation, other formats have been developed to fill smaller

niches. mBedSoftware's mBed Interactoris an excellent example of a format that allows you

to create animated interactive media for Web delivery without the overhead imposed by more

full-featured formats. It has the unique advantage of being able to create content in its own

proprietary format (which requires the mBedplug-in) or in ActiveX, Java, or DHTML
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versions, which makes mBed Interactor a flexible tool for handling a variety of animation

demands.

Interactoris a far simpler solution for creating highly interactive Web multimedia and

animation than Macromedia's Director with Lingo programming. The mBed technology

allows you to create animated interactive media, called mBedlets, that can be embedded in

HTML Web pages. This simplicity cuts both ways, however. The level of interactivity

possible in mBedlets is not nearly so high as in Director, and the features for creating

animation are substantially less sophisticated than those in Macromedia's authoring tools.

Animation in Interactor

To create projects in Interactor by placing media containers, called Players, in an animation

window, called a Layout. Each Player has distinct functionality. The three Players that are of

interest to animators are the Path player, the Score player, and the Sprite player. The Sprite

player is used to display an animation made up of multiple frames.

Key Points:

1. Animate a Sprite on a Path

To modify the project created in the preceding example so that the Sprite is animated on a

path, you have only to add the path and modify the mBedlet's STARTUP handler. Follow

these steps:

In a project with an animated Sprite already built in, click the Path Player button in the

toolbar to add a path to the Players window.

Right-click (Command+clickon the Mac) the Path player and choose Properties from the

pop-up menu to modify the Path player's parameters.

Select the Curve tab and change the CURVETYPE to BEZIER.

Click the Playable tab and check the PLAYFOREVER check box.
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Drag the PATH1 object from the Players window into the Layout window.

Drag the curve handles and control points to change the shape of the curve.

Right-click the MBEDLET player (Command+click on the Mac) and choose Handlers to

modify the startup action that causes the animation to play. This opens the Handlers window.

Delete any actions defined for the STARTUP message.

Add a new action by clicking the insertion cursor button.

Right-click the Player object and choose PATH1 from the pop-up menu.

Right-click the ACTION item and choose PLAY/SPRITE1 from the pop-up menu.

Close the Handler window.

Click the Play button to preview the animation. The animation should cycle through the

frames of the sprite as the spite animates along the path.

Topic : Java And Dhtml

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Define and explain the Java Basics
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 Define and explain the DHTML Basics

Definition/Overview:

Java: Java is the platform-independent programming language developed by Sun Micro

systems and now widely accepted as a standard way of delivering browser-dependent

applications, or applets, on the Web. Although Java has a limitless number of applications

and uses, this topic exclusively concentrates on how it can be used to create animation on the

Web.

Java is not, by any stretch of the imagination, designed to be a multimedia or animation

language. It contains only a few features that are specifically designed to facilitate animation,

and its performance depends on many factors that limit its effectiveness as an animation

environment.

DHTML: Dynamic HTML, or DHTML, is a collection of technologies used together to

create interactive and animated web sites by using a combination of a static markup language

(such as HTML), a client-side scripting language (such as JavaScript), a presentation

definition language (such as CSS), and the Document Object Model.

DHTML allows scripting languages to change variables in a web page's definition language,

which in turn affects the look and function of otherwise "static" HTML page content, after

the page has been fully loaded and during the viewing process. Thus the dynamic

characteristic of DHTML is the way it functions while a page is viewed, not in its ability to

generate a unique page with each page load.

By contrast, a dynamic web page is a broader concept any web page generated differently for

each user, load occurrence, or specific variable values. This includes pages created by client-

side scripting, and ones created by server-side scripting (such as PHP or Perl) where the web

server generates content before sending it to the client.
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Key Points:

1. Java Basics

Java is generally a poor animation environment. Compared with even the most basic

animation delivery media, such as GIF, files created in Java are bloated and slow. Consider a

simple GIF animation, created in ObjectDancer, of a word flying and rotating across a

window. An animated GIF that weighs in at a respectable 8KB becomes huge and ungainly in

Java form at 150KB because the bulk of the Java applet is the class files needed to make it

worknot the actual artwork. Furthermore, the GIF plays immediately upon downloading,

whereas the Java applet forces the browser to launch the computer's Java virtual machine,

which can take painfully long times to launch on slower machines.

So why use Java for animation at all? The answer lies in Java's power as a programming

language. Java lets you create an animation from images that normally can't be animated,

such as a batch of JPEGs made into a slide show. Another function of Java is its capability to

use variable data within an applet. A Java applet could present a different animation based on

user response to a query form or based on data from the server, such as the latest news. A

popular example is real-time stock tickers, which display animated information about the

stock market that is constantly updated from an online database.

1.1 Java Tools

Dozens of Java programming tools and utilities are available, but most of them are

directed at programmers rather than graphic artists and animators. The flip side of this

situation is the fact that the creators of several animation tools have added the

capability to export animations directly in Java format, so you can create Java

animations without really knowing anything about programming in Java. Tools such

as PaceWorks' ObjectDancer,mBed Software's Interactor, and Macromedia's Director

now offer this functionality. In addition, some shareware tools that are trickling onto

FTP sites let you use Java to create effects such as animated banners and logos,

although these tools often create bulky files compared with what you'd get by using

GIF or another animation-specific format.
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1.2 ObjectDancer

PaceWorks' ObjectDancer can export animations directly in Java format, so you can

easily create sophisticated Java animations that include the powerful time-based

features of ObjectDancer. Turning a standard ObjectDancer animation into a Java

animation is simply a matter of choosing the Make/Java Animation menu selection to

export the file and then setting simple preferences

1.3 Java Automatic memory management

Java uses an automatic garbage collector to manage memory in the object lifecycle.

The programmer determines when objects are created, and the Java runtime is

responsible for recovering the memory once objects are no longer in use. Once no

references to an object remain, the unreachable object becomes eligible to be freed

automatically by the garbage collector. Something similar to a memory leak may still

occur if a programmer's code holds a reference to an object that is no longer needed,

typically when objects that are no longer needed are stored in containers that are still

in use. If a nonexistent object is called a "null pointer exception" is thrown.

One of the ideas behind Java's automatic memory management model is that

programmers be spared the burden of having to perform manual memory

management. In some languages memory for the creation of objects is implicitly

allocated on the stack, or explicitly allocated and deallocated from the heap. Either

way the responsibility of managing memory resides with the programmer. If the

program does not deallocate an object, a memory leak occurs. If the program attempts

to access or deallocatememory that has already been deallocated, the result is

undefined and the program may become unstable and/or may crash. This can be

partially remedied by the use of smart pointers, but it adds overhead and complexity.

Garbage collection is allowed to happen at any time. Ideally, it will occur when a

program is idle. It is guaranteed to occur if there is insufficient free memory on the

heap to allocate a new object, which can cause a program to stall momentarily. Where

performance or response time is important, explicit memory management and object

pools are often used.
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Java does not support C/C++ style pointer arithmetic, where object addresses and

integers (usually long integers) can be used interchangeably. This is to allow the

garbage collector to relocate referenced objects, and to ensure type safety and

security.

As in C++ and some other object-oriented languages, variables of Java's primitive

types are not objects. Values of primitive types are either stored directly in fields (for

objects) or on the stack (for methods) rather than on the heap, as is the common case

for objects (but see Escape analysis). This was a conscious decision by Java's

designers for performance reasons. Because of this, Java was not considered to be a

pure object-oriented programming language. However, as of Java 5.0, autoboxing

enables programmers to write as if primitive types are their wrapper classes, with their

object-oriented counterparts representing classes of their own, and freely interchange

between them for improved flexibility.

2. DHTML Basics

DHTML is not so much a new technology as it is an integration of existing functionality with

the capabilities of the Web browser. Essentially, DHTML combines the features of HTML

with Java scripting and a modified version of the Web browser that offers some new display

capabilities. These new capabilities include the display of multiple overlapping layers of

media and animation of layers over time. Although it can be written one line of code at a

time, DHTML, which combines HTML and Java scripting, is more difficult to create than

standard HTML is. If you plan to create a DHTML-enhanced site, you almost certainly need

to use a WYSIWYG DHTML authoring tool that provides standard animation and

multimedia authoring interfaces, as well as the capability to export projects in DHTML

format.

Unfortunately, DHTML currently is a moving target. The problem is due to Microsoft's

refusal to join the club, and adopt industry-wide standards, and has been particularly painful

for web developers. The Microsoft and Netscape Web browsers support different, conflicting

DHTML functionality, which means that you can create a DHTML page that works in one

browser but not in the other. You have to make one version for Netscape browsers and

another version for Microsoft browsers; then you have to make sure that users get the right

version of the page.
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2.1DHTML Tools

Currently, only a few Web authoring tools directly support DHTML animation. These

tools include Macromedia Dream weaver, GoLive CyberStudio,NetObjects Fusion,

and mBedInteractor. With the exception of Interactor, these products are WYSIWYG

Web authoring tools designed for building entire Web sites. Interactor is designed to

build only the multimedia component of an HTML page you edit in another program.

Macromedia Dreamweaver

Dreamweaver is a WYSIWYG Web-page design tool that fully incorporates DHTML

and that allows users to animate elements of pages with a graphical interface. Like

most better graphical Web authoring tools, it lets you manipulate code directly but

shelters you from the intricacies of coding, if you prefer.

2.2 Uses of DHTML

DHTML is often used to make rollover buttons or drop-down menus on a web page

and interactive web pages.

A less common use is to create browser-based action games. During the late 1990s

and early 2000s, a number of games were created using DHTML, such as Kingdom of

Loathing, but differences between browsers made this difficult: many techniques had

to be implemented in code to enable the games to work on multiple platforms.

Recently browsers have been converging towards the web standards, which has made

the design of DHTML games more viable. Those games can be played on all major

browsers and they can also be ported to Widgets for Mac OS X and Gadgets for

Windows Vista, which are based on DHTML code.

The term has fallen out of use in recent years, as DHTML scripts often tended to not

work well between various web browsers. Newer techniques, such as unobtrusive

JavaScript coding (DOM Scripting), allow similar effects, but in an accessible,

standards-compliant way through Progressive Enhancement.

Some disadvantages of DHTML are that it is difficult to develop and debug due to

varying degrees of support among web browsers of the technologies involved, and
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that the variety of screen sizes means the end look can only be fine-tuned on a limited

number of browser and screen-size combinations. Development for relatively recent

browsers, such as Internet Explorer 5.0+, Mozilla Firefox 2.0+, and Opera 7.0+, is

aided by a shared Document Object Model. Basic DHTML support was introduced

with Internet Explorer 4.0, although there was a basic dynamic system with Netscape

Navigator 4.0.
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